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The US Government is divided into 3 parts: the 
Executive Branch, the Legislative Branch ,and the 

Judicial Branch.

Think of each part as a ‘branch’ 
in a tree!



Let’s Talk About the Executive Branch!

-The leader of the Executive Branch is the president.

-The role of the executive branch is to enforce the law.  

(Executive: Enforce)

-This means that the executive branch makes sure that 

the rules are being followed.

-The president also has the power to control the 

military.  He can tell American troops what to do.  

Joe Biden, US President



Roles of the President

The US President has many jobs:

-The president approves laws; if he doesn’t like a law, he can veto (reject) the law.

-The US President can also control the military because he is the commander in 

chief.  

-The US President is also a diplomat; he talks to leaders of other countries and 

makes peace with them.

-The president also nominates judges in the Judicial branch.  

-The president lives in the White House.



The Legislative Branch

-The main role of the Legislative Branch is to create 

laws.

-The Legislative Branch is divided into two 

sections: the House of Representatives and the 

Senate.  



The House of Representatives

-The House of Representatives is composed of 435 representatives!  

They represent congressional districts.  Who is your House Rep?

-The role of the House of Representatives is to make laws. 

-They can also impeach the president and accuse him of crimes.  

-The leader of the House of Representatives is called the Speaker 

of the House.  As of July 10th 2020, Nancy Pelosi is the Speaker 

of the House.  The Speaker of the House is chosen by the majority 

party.

-House Reps serve 2 year terms.

Nancy Pelosi, current Speaker of the House



The Senate
-The Senate has 100 members.  There are 2 Senators per 

state.

-The Senate can make laws.

-The leader of the Senate is called the Majority Leader.  

The Majority Leader is chosen by the majority party in 

the Senate.  The current Majority Leader is Mitch 

McConnell.  

-Senators serve 6 year terms.

-The Senate can convict a president of committing a 

crime and  kick him out of office.  
Mitch McConnell, Current Majority Leader 



The Judicial Branch

-The Judicial Branch determines whether if laws are 

constitutional.  They can also convict someone of a crime and 

solve disputes.

-The Judicial Branch is composed of many courts.

-The highest court in the Judicial Branch is the Supreme Court.

-The Supreme Court currently has 9 justices.  The judges in the 

Supreme Court are referred to as ‘justices’.  All other judges are 

referred to as judges.

-The leader of the Supreme Court is called the Chief Justice.      Chief Justice John Roberts, the current Chief 
Justice.  



What did you learn?
Answer the questions.  The answers will be listed on the last slide.



Quiz Time!

1.) What are the 3 Branches of US Government?

2.) Who is the leader of the Executive Branch?

3.) What is the role of the Legislative Branch?

4.) Who is the leader of the Supreme Court?

5.) What do you call the leader of the House of Representatives?

6.) How many Senate members are there?



Answers

1.) What are the 3 Branches of US Government? Executive, Judicial and 
Legislative.

2.) Who is the leader of the Executive Branch?  The president.
3.) What is the role of the Legislative Branch?  They make laws.  They can 

also accuse and convict a president of crimes.
4.) Who is the leader of the Supreme Court? The Chief Justice.
5.) What do you call the leader of the House of Representatives? Speaker of 

the House.
6.) How many Senate members are there? 100 members (2 per state).


